The Pachoukapa village is Katang ethnic; it is the one poorest village out of nine villages of Tapeun Kumban, Ta Oy district, Saravan province. The village is located far from district municipality around 30 kilometers, the total population is comprises of 377 peoples, there is 192 female and 51 households are included.

Whenever we mentioned to the education of this village it is most important to the school aged students but there is only a decay school building with caused leak out of the roof, lack of doors and windows. In the raining season, students can’t study in the whole day. Referring to problems as mentioned above, in the year 2019 PRF decided to support the construction of 2 classrooms a primary school with the
total worth of over 241 million kip including local equipment and village's labour calculated over 15 million kip. The school building construction launched on 11 April 2019 and completed on 25 July 2019. since the paid attention to sub-projection implementation of PRF technician and community participation encouraged the primary school construction completed in time of new term of school enroll.

Mr. Amvon, head of Pachoukapa village said that villagers are proudly and appreciated to get new primary school building for the fiscal year 2019-2020. Especially students of the village capable to learn comfortably in both seasons and do not concern sunny and raining anymore.
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